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Abstract

This article summarizes VIAC, the VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge, a test of autonomous driving from Italy to China using four electric vehicles. The vehicles were equipped with a complete sensorial suite that involved

different kinds of sensors like cameras, laser scanners, GPS, and others; they
feature autonomous capabilities thanks to a x-by-wire subsystem able to control
the steering wheel, brake and accelerator. Usually the tests were performed in a
vehicle following fashion, namely following a manually operated vehicle, but in
many trip stretches fully autonomous capabilities were tested.
This paper focuses on vehicle equipment and capabilities, introducing the
sensing systems that were tested during the journey.
This work has been supported by the European Research Council (ERC)
within the Open Intelligent Systems for Future Autonomous Vehicles (OFAV)
Advanced Investigators Grant.
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Introduction
In the last few years many research groups have been focusing their efforts
on unmanned systems and specifically on driverless vehicles. A part from the
early years -in the 90’s- when only a few Universities were researching on
driverless cars and some efforts were put in place by the military sector to
enhance their vehicles with autonomous features, only in the recent years a
renovated interest in these topics bloomed around the world.
The DARPA Challenges [14, 4, 8] were the most important events that
pushed many research to team up and build driverless vehicles that had to face
real environments and real scenarios. In 2004, 2005, and 2007, DARPA organized races amongst autonomous vehicles with different rules: in unknown
off-road scenarios and in urban environment with various traffic conditions.
Many teams fielded successful entries in these events, progressing the field’s
overall knowledge.
After these events, only few research centers and companies continued to
support highly risky research efforts like these. Nonetheless, some advances
in unmanned vehicular driving were conceived, hoping to raise a sufficient
interest to attract funds and implement these ideas. Thanks to a ERC Advanced
Grant, VisLab had the possibility to continue working on this subject and to
build the BRAiVE prototype vehicle.
BRAiVE, [10], is VisLab’s main testing prototype; it includes a 360 degrees sensing suite composed of 10 cameras, 4 laserscanners, 16 laser beams,
1 radar, GPS, IMU, and other minor sensors. Thanks to the porting of all the
software previously developed by VisLab, BRAiVE is a fully autonomous car
able to perceive vehicles, lanes, obstacles, pedestrians, traffic signs, and other
environmental characteristics such as road slope.
VisLab, then, decided to undertake a huge and unique test of its perception systems to evaluate their behavior in very different environments, with the
final aim of locating the critical situations. VisLab designed a new concept vehicle that had to be used just for this enormous test: its technology was taken

Figure 1.

The route covered by VIAC: more than 13,000 km from Italy to China.

from BRAiVE and its architecture borrowed from BRAiVE’s design. The new
vehicle had to mimic BRAiVE’s behavior in order to infer its possible issues.
Four electric vehicles were in fact equipped and, during the journey to cope
with the limited travel range, they were swapped on the fly to replace vehicles
with exhausted batteries with vehicles with fresh batteries. The vehicles were
usually used in a leader-follower fashion; 2 vehicles were running at once, the
leader manually driven and the follower automatically driving.
The VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge (VIAC) was carried
out during 3 months (between July 26 and October 26, 2010). The route followed started in Parma and ended in Shanghai, at the 2010 world Expo after
around 13.000 km, see figure 1 [6, 7].
All data acquired by the leader vehicle’s sensors during the test were saved
for further analysis; the final goal was to capture a huge amount of data to
create a sufficiently large set of scenarios to test the system robustness and
improve it once back in laboratory after the test.
This paper presents this worldwide test and describes the main results obtained so far focusing on both hardware and software equipment.

1.

Vehicles equipment

The design and sensors selection for autonomous vehicles are generally
driven by the knowledge on scenarios to be faced. Nevertheless, in the VIAC
case, no expectations on scenarios and assumptions on other vehicles behaviors could be made and most of the solution used directly derive from the
BRAiVE experience [3, 10] with the requirements of cross-country driving
skills in mind.
For VIAC every device had to be kept handy for maintenance operations,
therefore all sensors and PC’s were placed in reachable positions. Making all
the hardware equipment well visible (see fig. 2) showed clearly the prototype
nature of the vehicles, a very useful feature when the vans were presented to the

press, authorities and public, who could easily understand at a glance that they
were looking at a scientific experiment. To be able to use any vehicle in any
possible autonomous driving configuration (i.e. leader, follower, standalone)
and to readily swap it with another one in case of failure, the 4 electric vans
setup was identical, with the same hardware equipment and sensors placement.
On the other way this choice meant putting additional equipment time (each
vehicle must support all possible usage patterns).

Sensing equipment and capabilities
Different sensing systems were developed to guarantee the widest monitored area around each vehicle (see fig. 4). The final sensing equipment is
made of seven cameras (five looking forward and two backward), three mono
beam laser scanners and a four-plane one (fig. 2.a and b).
Panoramic Vision: three AVT Guppy Firewire color cameras of 752x480
resolution for a 1/3” sensor with 3.5 mm optics and a 65◦ FOV each are synchronized and their images stitched together to obtain a high resolution 180◦
frontal view for detection even in tight curves (fig. 4.a).
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Figure 2.
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Front (a) and back (b) views of a completely equipped VIAC vehicle
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Figure 3. Vehicles equipment: the 4 vehicles into the machine shop waiting to be equipped
(a), the trunk compartment containing all the wires and the reclining armrest on top (b); the
PC’s mounted on the panel hiding the wires compartment.

Frontal Vision: two AVT Guppy Firewire color cameras of 752x480 resolution for a 1/3” sensor with 4 mm optics, 60◦ FOV and about 80 cm baseline
form the frontal stereo system for medium to short range sensing (fig. 4.b).
Off-Road Sensing: a mono beam Sick LMS-151 laser scanner with 270◦
FOV and about 30 m perception range is pitched down to monitor the ground
in front of the vehicle (fig. 4.c).;
Lateral Sensing: two mono beam laser scanners mounted on the corners
of the frontal bumper are employed for detection in the vehicle’s immediate
surroundings; each laser scanner has an aperture of about 270◦ while the depth
perception is of about 30 m (fig. 4.d);
Central Sensing: a four parallel layers Ibeo Lux laser scanner with 100◦
FOV and about 80 m perception range is placed in the lower central area to
monitor the front of the vehicle; its four planes allow to partially overcome
the usual problem of laser scanners: when the vehicle is pitching up or down,
the laser beam points to the sky or hits the ground, making data acquisition
worthless. With an aperture of about 100◦ and a depth perception of about
80 m, it is used for the detection in front of the vehicle (fig. 4.e).
Rear Vision: the same stereo system as the frontal one, mounted on the back
of the vehicle to perform short range detection (fig. 4.f).
GPS and communication: a Topcon AGI-3 GPS-INS unit on the rooftop
provides positioning, inertial and temperature information. Moreover, this device is equipped with a radio communication system that can be used to broadcast in a short range (few kilometers) the acquired data. This would allow the
leader vehicle to broadcast a list of waypoints to the follower and therefore
enabling the follower to follow the leader even when the distance between the
two vehicles does not allow visual or laser-scanner based platooning.

Actuating equipment and capabilities
In the vehicles that Piaggio & C. SpA gave to VisLab as sponsorship it is
not possible to directly control brakes, throttle, or steering via CAN and the
development of specific actuation devices controlled through a dedicated CAN
bus was reuired.
Throttle. Being the vehicles electric, speed is adjusted by changing the duty
cycle of the PWM controlling the engine. The x-by-wire system receives the
vehicle’s speed data from the GPS-INS unit if there is a GPS signal, or otherwise from a customized odometer device. This odometer acquires the signal
from the Hall-effect encoder placed on each electric van’s traction motor, decodes the signal and sends the information via CAN bus.
Steering. The selected Topcon Accurate Electric Steering-25 (see fig. 5.a)
is an electronic steering wheel that can be controlled via CAN bus through
a proprietary protocol. It is directly connected to the steering wheel column
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Figure 4.
VIAC autonomous vehicles sensing systems: Panoramic Vision cameras (a),
Frontal Vision cameras (b), Off-Road Sensing laser scanners (c), Rear Vision cameras (d), Central Sensing laser scanner (e), and Lateral Sensing laser scanners (f).
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Figure 5. Lateral view of the AES-25 installed under the steering wheel (a) and linear actuator
installed on-board of the vehicle: detail of the brake pedal (b) and linear actuator itself (c).

and controlled in position, speed, and torque through messages running on the
CAN bus. Internally the set-point is followed using a PID controller.
Brake. The brake system has been implemented by an electric motor which
acts directly on the brake pedal (fig. 5.b) using a linear actuator (fig. 5.c). Since
the electric vehicles are equipped with a mechanical brake, it would have been
impossible to intervene at electronic or hydraulic level.

2.

Vehicles capabilites

The sensors layout described in the previous section provides extended sensing capabilities. Some of the algorithms that exploit these potentials are directly taken from the BRAiVE experience, such as lane detection and stereo

obstacle detection. Other algorithms were specifically developed for the VIAC
event, to meet the very peculiar requirements of such an ambitious challenge.
The sensing algorithms running on the vehicles are described in the following: Lane Detection, Stereo Obstacle Detection, Laser Obstacle Detection, and
Vehicle Detection.

Lane Detection
The overall system architecture is presented in Fig. 6: first an Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) transformation [11, 2] is applied to the frame grabbed
by the camera, then a low-level filtering is performed to highlight the DarkLight-Dark [13] (DLD) patterns of the image; the resulting points are grouped
together, and clusters are finally approximated by continuous piecewise-linear
functions. The resulting segment lists are compared to existing lane markings
in a tracking stage (Fig. 6); An expansion step is then performed to join in
any pertinent non-connected component still present. Each candidate is then
assigned a score for validating the result. The whole procedure is performed
two times, one for single and one for double lines.
Low level processing First DLD and DLDLD transitions (with the former
corresponding to single lane marking, and the latter to double ones) are extracted from the IPM and stored in separate buffers. Then, a binarization step
is performed using a variable threshold proportional to the average luminance
of the region. Overthreshold pixels are then grouped together by a clustering
algorithm [5]. The various groups of points are approximated using piecewiselinear functions obtaining a set of polylines.
Lane Marking Extraction The process of extracting lane markers from polylines consists of three fundamental stages: tracking of markings detected in
previous frames, generation of new candidates, and expansion of the whole set
of candidates.
Tracking and generation Candidate polylines are matched against existing
lane markings, and only those resulting close enough can be considered a valid
correspondence. This relies on an area-based algorithm adapted to the specific
detection task [12, 6]

Figure 6.

System architecture.

Figure 7.

Some sample outputs in different situations.

Expansion and validation Tracked and non-tracked polylines are iteratively
analyzed to determine whether any other compatible candidate exists; if it is
found, its points are merged in, and the search continues using the resulting
polyline as the new reference. When the search is over, a score is used to
determine whether the polyline should be accepted as a valid marking.

Results. This algorithm has been tested on image streams captured in both
highway and urban scenarios, in a variety of conditions. Fig. 7 contains some
samples from different image sequences, along with lane detections results.

Stereo Obstacle Detection

Figure 8.

System architecture.

Processing happens following the steps presented in Fig. 8: low-level processing: Bayer-patterned images acquired by the cameras are converted to
gray-scale, then lens distortion is corrected, and the stereo pair is rectified. A
vertical Sobel filtering is used to improve the subsequent matching phase; disparity map generation: stereo reconstruction is carried out; both correlationbased and Semi-Global Matching (SGM) approaches have been tested; disparity map post-processing: two filters are applied to further enhance the map
quality; obstacle detection: actual obstacle detection takes place.
Stereo reconstruction A Disparity Space Image (DSI) is used and generate
exploiting the already available window-based SAD correlation technique described in [9] and optimized using an efficient implementation of the SGM
algorithm [6]. The generated disparity map is moreover post-processed to fix
possible spurious values.
Obstacle detection Since no assumptions could be made on the road infrastructure quality and the kind of traffic to expect, the obstacle detection algo-

(a) Input DSI.

Figure 9.

(b) Labels before merging.

(c) Merged labels.

Obstacles labeling on a steep road when driving uphill.

rithm is designed defining a criterion to cluster points into obstacles according
to their layout in space and on the physical characteristics of the ego-vehicle.
To reduce the number of comparisons to perform, compatibility checks are
carried out in image coordinates, rather than in the world using camera calibration information.
The final result is saved into two dual representations: i. an image, having
the same resolution of the depth map, where each pixel value corresponds to a
label ID; ii. a vector of regions, each containing the list of its points.
The original DSI, along with its associated 3D world points vector, is split
into N images, each containing only points corresponding to a predefined range
of distances. Each range slice is then independently processed in parallel, leading to N sets of labels; the sets are then copied back on a single, full-resolution
map, upscaling the sub-sampled clusters.
A final pass is still needed to ensure that all labels are properly merged,
since an obstacle spanning across a slice boundary is still split in two distinct
labels.

Laser Obstacle Detection
Laser Obstacle Detection algorithm (LOD) exploits data coming from Lateral and Front LIDARs to perform obstacle detection and tracking.

Figure 10.

System architecture.

The Laser Obstacle Detection processing follows these steps, shown in fig. 10:
mapping and data fusion, clustering; clusters analysis and characterization, and
clusters tracking.

Data Fusion Lateral and Front LIDARs data needs to be fused since they
have overlapping fields of views. Data fusion is performed with two main
aims of creating redundant information to reinforce the detection and to have
a very large field of view.
Mapping Data fusion happens when each echos is projected into a birdeye-view map of the space in front the vehicle, made of 10cm · 10cm cells.
Actually this map is stored in memory as an 238 · 400 pixels gray scale image
with a direct correspondence between pixels in row/column coordinates and
cells positions in XY coordinates. The grey values of each pixel derives from
the corresponding echo.
Clustering The clustering phase tries to put together adjacent cells to create
a list of objects/obstacles candidates. The list will be subsequently refined to
remove clusters that do not fit a given set of constrains.
Object Moments For each object the corresponding Moments are computed.
Image Moments are a particular weighted average image intensity.
On the basis of the simple moments it is possible to compute the Hu Moments, that provides useful information about object (i.e. center of mass, main
axes, or orientation). Moreover, Hu Moments are used for shape matching.
Results In fig. 11 some processing results in details: (a)(b) the leader vehicle; (c)(d) a bush near the road surface; (e)(f) a bicycle; (g)(h) a guardrail.
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Figure 11.

Detection results details

Vehicle Detection
The vehicle detector algorithm is used by the follower vehicle to detect the
position of the leader vehicle.

Figure 12.

System architecture.

Processing is based on the fusion between the two main sensors mounted
onboard: a laserscanners belt placed inside the front bumper and a panoramic
view system composed of three cameras placed inside the cabin in place of
the rear view mirror. The main steps are shown in the flowchart of fig. 12: a
first preprocessing phase, based on LIDAR data, finds current possible vehicle
candidates; the panoramic image portions containing the vehicle candidates are
analyzed to understand if cwcanit actually contain a vehicle (e.g rear lights and
leds are searched, object size, plates, symmetry. . . ); if a previously detected
vehicle (time t − 1) is present, the corresponding portion of the panoramic
view is selected. Only this part of the image will be processed at time t, to
improve efficiency; moreover, the KLT features detected at time t − 1 around
the vehicle are tracked into the new image portion.
Figure 13 shows few detection results.

3.

Conclusions

The proposed systems, HW and SW, were tested during the whole VIAC
expedition, under a wide variety of driving conditions and environments, such
as chaotic traffic, heavy rain, fog, dust and unpaved roads.
Some critical scenarios have emerged and there were situations were we
were forced to manually intervene or even switch off the automatic driving.
During the event, nearly 15 TByte of data were recorded. These data are
available to the scientific community and will be used both to improve current
perception systems and build new ones after further study and testing.

Figure 13.

Some detection results.
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